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In real-world problems we are invariably faced with making decisions in an environment of uncertainty 
(see also the essay by R. Korsan in this volume). A statistical paradigm then becomes essential for . ) 
extracting information from observed data and using this to improve our knowledge about the world 
(inference), and thus guiding us in the decision problem at hand. The underlying probability interpre­
tation for a Bayesian is a subjective one, referring to a personal degree of belief. The rules of probability 
calculus are used to examine how prior beliefs are transformed to posterior beliefs by incorporating data 
information. The sampling model is a "window" [see Poirier (1988)] through which the researcher views 
the world. Here we only consider cases where such a model is parameterized by a parameter vector8) 
of finite dimension. A Bayesian then focuses on the inference on 8 (treated as a random variable) given 
the observed data Y (fixed), summarized in the posterior density p(8IY). The observations in Y define 
a mapping from the prior p(8) into p(eIY). This posterior distribution can also be used to integrate out 
the parameters when we are interested in forecasting future values, say, }', leading to the post-sample 
predictive density p(f'IYl =Jp(f'IY, 8)p(eIYlde where p(f'IY,8) is obtained from the sampling model. 
In Economics as in many other disciplines. the Bayesian paradigm seems ideally suited to address 
the questions typically arising in applied work. Whereas statisticians are often mainly attracted by the 
theoretical coherence and mathematical elegance of the Bayesian approach, resulting in quotes like: 
"It is difficult for me to tone down the missionary zeal acquired in youth, but perhaps 
the good battle is justified since there are still many heathens." [LJ. Good (1976)] 
)
"Or perhaps most statisticians now are Bayesians (when it matters!), but they do 
not want to spoil the fun by admit ting it." [A.F .1\1. Smith (1986)] 
"Every statistician would be a Bayesian if he took the trouble to read the literature 
thoroughly and was honest enough to admit he might have been wrong." [D. V. Lindley 
(1986)]. 
)econometricians have primarily stressed the practical advantages of using the Bayesian paradigm, as 
opposed to the classical or sampling-theoretical methodology: 
"In other words, the traditional approach lacks flexibility in that it relies upon too 
few a priori restrictions that are, however, too strict." [J.H. Dreze (1962)] 
"Necessarily, practicing economists have discarded the formal constraints of classical ) 
inference." [E.E. Leamer (1978)]. 
In particular, the Bayesian approach provides a formal way of incorporating any information we 
may have prior to observing the data, it fits perfectly with sequential learning and decision theory, 
and directly leads to exact small sample results. In addition, it naturally gives rise to predictive 
densities, where all parameters are integrated out, a perfect tool for missing data or forecasting. Of 
course, all this comes at a cost, which is typically of a computational nature. An analytical solution 
to the computational problem is provided by restricting ourselves to natural-conjugate prior densities 
This is a preliminary draft of a chapter to appear in Ha! Varian (editor), Economic and Financial Modeling with 
Mathematica, New York: Spring",r-Verlag. forthcoming. Some of the functions used here are standard Mathematica 
functions. while some others are implemented in the package BayesE. III developed by the authors and listed in Appendix B 
(available in computer media in the diskette accompan~'ing the book, and from the authors upon request). All the 













to summarize the prior information [see Raiffa and Schlaifer (1961) or Zellner (1971)]. A natural­
conjugate prior shares the functional form of the likelihood and in exponential families this leads to 
posterior densities of the same form. The first part of this essay will consider this analysis in a Normal 
lineal regression model for health expenditure in OECD countries [see Newhouse (1977)]. 
A much more flexible tool is the rejection sampling method discussed in Smith and Gelfand (1992), 
which only requires that the maximum value of the sampling density 
M =maxp(YIO)
8 
is finite. If we can then draw from the prior p(O), we can generate drawings from the posterior p(OjY) 
simply by rejection. The second part of this essay will treat this method in some detail and illustrate 
it with an application to demand analysis. 
2. Conjugate Analysis
 
The sampling model that we will focus on here is the linear regression model
 
where the observations y' =(Yl, Y2, ... , YT) are related to the k explanatory variables in X =(Xl, X2, •.. , Xk), 
which are assumed to be strongly exogenous in the sense of Engle et al. (1983)-for a Bayesian treat­
ment of exogeneity see Florens and Mouchart (1985) and Osiewalski and Steel (1990). The error vector 
£ is assumed to have a Normal distribution with mean zero and covariance matrix (12 Ir ((12 > 0). 
In this application we are interested in the elasticity of the per capita health expenditure with respect 
to income (GDP) [Newhouse (1977)]. We use cross-country data on 24 OECD countries (the data that 
we use appeared in the Health Cart Fi71ancillg Review 1989 Annual Supplement). We explain per 
capita health expenditure, y, by GDP per capita, X2, and the share of the public sector in total health 
expenses. X3· Purchasing power parities are used to convert all magnitudes to common units. All 
variables are in natural logs and a constant, Xl is included. Sample size is T =24, and k =3. 
2.1. Read In the Data and Define Variables 
We read the data corresponding to 1986 using standard !Ifathematica procedures. 1 We use the Set­
Delayed (': =') function instead of the Set ('=') function so that all the variables are automatically 
updated to their 1987 values when we later read the 1987 data into data. 
In[2]:=	 data - ReadList[ "health86.dat", Tahle[Number, (5}) ): 
tothealthexp :- Column [data, 1): 
pubhealthexp :- Column [data, 2): 
population := Column [data, 3); 
GDP := Column [data, 4): 
PPP := Column [data, 5): 
Transformations are easily achieved using standard Mathematica functions, 
In[3]:=	 y := Log[tothea1thexp/{popu1ation*PPPI): 
x2 :- Log[GDP/{population*PPPI): 
x3 :- Log[{pubhea1thexp/tothealthexpl*100): 
x : .. Tah1e[{1, x2[[i)L x3[[illL {i, 1, Length[data]}]: 
2.2. Bayesian Regression Analysis: Diffuse Prior 
The parameter set in this problem is /3 =({31, {32, {33)' and (I. We shall first assume that we possess no 
prior information at all which is translated into the improper prior density 
p({3, (I) = p({3)p( (I) ex (1-1. 
The latter prior density is obtained by applying J effreys' rule [see Jeffreys (1961) and Zellner (1971)] un­
der prior independence of f3 and (I. Calling BayesRegression [ydata. XdataJ will return the posterior 
densities for (I and {3 into the ~Iathematica variables postdistsigma and postdistbeta. 
In[4]:=	 BayesRegression[y, X] 






As this diffuse prior can, in fact, be considered as a limiting case of a natural-conjugate prior, the 
posterior analysis becomes quite straightforward; in particular, the posterior density of CT will be of the 
inverted gamma form (see Appendix A): 
p(CTly, X) =ky(CTIT - k, 5), 
where 52 = y'Mryj(T - k) and Mr = Ir - X(X'X)-lX'. Typing postdistsigma we obtain CT'S 
posterior density:2 
In[5}:: po.tdist.iqma 
Out[5}: IGammaDistribution[21, 0.152788J 





A plot shows clearly how the prior information (with arbitrary scaling), the dashed curve, is modified 
substantially through the observations. 
In[8}:: Plot[{PDF[po.tdht.iqma,s], .... {-l}}, {., 0.01, 0.4}, 
PlotRange -> {O, 20}, AxesLabel -> {"siqma", "den.ity"}, 
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• Beta 
For the coefficients in (3, the resulting marginal posterior density is of the multivariate Student t form 
(see Appendix A): 
[where /J is the least-squares estimate, /J =(X'X)-l X'y] which, again, has known moments, up to the 
order T - k. 
In[9}:: postdistbeta 
Out[9}= Mu1tivariateTDistribution[{-3.40~81,1.45723, -0.077314), 
{{102B.D9, 2466.91, 4423.01}, 
{2466.91, 6046.67,10644.6}, 
2 The distributions that tlus package adds to the existing ones in ContinuousStatisticalDi.tributi.ons are the 
IGarnmaDi.tribution, the (non-standard) Student UnivariateTDistribution, the Student MultivariateTDi.­











c In[lO):r Mean[postdistbeta] 
{4423.01, 10644.6, 19077.9)), 21J 
Out[lO)= {-3.40481, 1.45723, -0.077314) 
In[ll):= MatrixForm[Varianoe[postdistbeta]] 








Marginal [list. AfultivariafeDisfribu fion] returns the marginal distribution of the elements in list,c 
In(12):= mar23 ~ Marq1nal[{2,3}, postdistbeta] 
Out(12)= MultivariateTDistribution[{1.45723, -0.077314), 
{{127.328, 31.5843}, 131.5843, 49.5216)}, 21J 
c 
We take advantage of Mathematica's powerful plotting functions to visualize the posterior joint density 
of ((3:J, /33), 
In(13):= densityBetaDA = 
c Plot3D[PDF[mar23, {b2, b3}], {b2, 1.2, 1.7}, {b3, -0.5, 0.2}, 






ContourPlot[PDF[mar23, {b2, b3}], {b2, 1.2, 1.7}, {b3, -0.5, 
PlotPoints -> 30, Axes -> True, AxesLabel -> {"b2", "b3"}] 
Out[l4)= 
4 
0.2}, PlotRanqe -> All, 
) 
Also, we can plot the prior (improper, therefore scaled arbitrarily) and posterior marginal densities of 
each of the {3;'s in the same picture to graphically display the data information. For example, for {32 
we have 
In[15}:= Plot[{PDF[Harginal[{2},postdistbeta]. b2], l}, {b2, 1.1, 1.8}, 
AxesLabel -> {"b2", "density"}, PlotRange -> All, 






1.8 b21.2 1.3 
• Highest Posterior Density Regions 
To obtain a Bayesian interval estimate for a parameter, say {33, with a preassigned probability content 
q, say q =0.8, we can use the highest posterior density (HPD) interval [see Judge et al. (1985)]. Since 
the marginal posterior density of ;33 is unimodal and symmetric, the interval will be symmetric around 

















In{16j:=	 m2 • Marqinal[{2}, postdistbeta] 
Out{16j=	 UnivariateTDistribution[1.45723, 107.1B4, 21) 
In{17j:=	 q •. 80; 
{Mean[m2] - z, Mean[m2] + z}/.FindRoot[ 
Inteqrate[PDF[m2, b2], {b2, Mean[m2] - z, Hean[m2] + r:}] - q, {z. O.lO}] 
Out{17j=	 {1.32942, 1.58504) 
Thus, there is a 80% posterior probability that (33 belongs to the interval (1.33,1.59). Note that the 
prior probability content of that interval (as of any other bounded interval) is zero due to the improper 
reference prior. 
e Probabzlity of Subspaces 
The Mathematica function Nlntegrate provides a straightforward method for computing the probabil­
ities of certain regions in parameter space. Suppose that we are interested in the posterior probability 
that the elasticity of health expenditures with respect to income is greater than 1 «(32> 1) and that the 
elasticity with respect to the public sector participation in the health expenditures is negative «(33 < 0). 
We can easily compute P1'[!32 > 1,133 < 0ly, X] integrating the joint density function of «(32,133) over 
the appropiate range, 
In{lB):=	 NInteqrate[PDF[mar23. {b2. b3}], {b2, 1, Infinity}. {b3, -Infinity. O}] 
Out{lBj=	 0.688572 
so, the desired probability is 68.86%. 
• PredictIon 
If we now wish to predict the per capita health expenses 
in other countries with explanatory variables .\', we can simply use the post-sample predictive density 
where all the parameters are integrated out using the posterior densities (i.e., incorporating the infor­
mation on the actually observed countries). 
If we take 2 unobserved countries (25, 26) with X2 =log 20, X3 =log 0.5 and X2 =log 70, X3 =log 0.9 
respectively, we are led to the following post-sample predictive: 
In{19j:=	 xf • {{l, Loq[20.00], Loq[.S]}, 





Out{19j= Mu1tivariateTDistribution[{1.01424. 2.79436}, 
{{16.4694. -16.2248), {-16.224B, 17.59BB)), 21] 
which can easily be plotted using the intrinsic Mathematica features. 
In{20j:= ContourPlot [PDF [preddisty, {y2S. y26}], {y2S. 0, 2.S}, {y26, 1.S. 4}, 







Note from tbe contour plot tbat Y25 and Y26 are not uncorrelated, even though they arise from an 
independent sampling process, Integrating out (J' makes them dependent as it changes the Normal to a 
multi\'ariate Student (where the elements can never be independent even if the correlation is zero) and 
integrating out the coml11on uncertainty on 3 introduces correlation as well. 
2,3, Nalural Conjugale Analys18 
When ne\\' data beconlE' a\'ailable for IH8i. \\'e can use the posterior densities from the previous analysis 
as prior densities to study the behCl\'ior of the model. Reading the new data into data automatically 
updates the contents of all \'Clriables, ) 
In{21j:= data = ReadList["health87.dat", Table [Number, {SIll; 
Given that we are in a 1\'orl11al linear context, the posterior distributions obtained from the previous 
diffuse analysis are natural conjugate priors,3 
In[22j:= priordistbeta = postdistbeta; 
priord1sts1gma = postdistsigma; 
BayesRegression[y, x, pr1ord1stbeta, priord1sts1qma] 
,) 
As before, postdistsigrna contains the posterior distribution for (J', 
In{23j:= postdistsigma 
Out{23):=: IGamma;:)is:.:-i.b:.;t':o:",[4S, O.::"~3222~ 
. ) 
We can plot the prior (dashed line) and posterior densities in the same graph, 
In{24j:= Plot [{PDF[postd1sts1gma,s], PDF[pr1ord1sts1qma,s]}, {s, 0.10, 
PlotRanqe -> All, AxesLabel -> {"siqma", "density"}, 
PlotStyle -> {{},{Dash1nq[{0.02S, 0.02S}]}}] 
Out[24J= 
0.2S}, 
3 \\'lIell we walll 10 IIse different prior informat ion of a natural conjugate form, the function BayesReqression can 
alt el'llati\'el~' be called wit h the hyperparamet el"S of the pl'ior distributions instead of the distributions themselves, Type 



















-- sigma0.2 0.22 0.24( 
Similarly, we obtain	 the posterior distribution for (3,c 
In[25):~ postdistbeta 
c 
Out[25)~ MultivariateTDistribution[{-3.37346, 1.48573, -0.102293}, 
{{2340.04, 5677.02, 10087.1}, 
{5677.02, 14062.8, 24542.9}, 
{10087.1, 24542.9, 43S90.8}}, 45] 








Plot3D[PDF[mar23, {b2, b3}], {b2, 1.2, 1.7}, {b3, -0.5, O.2},
 




ContourPlot[PDF[mar23, {b2, b3}], {b2, 1.2, 1.7}, {b3, -0.5, O.2},
 
PlotRanqe -> All, PlotPoints -> 30, Axes -> True, AxesLabel -> {"b2", "b3"}, 
DisplayFunction -> Identity];
 









1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 
The new data information significantly concentrates the density around its mean. There is no rea] 
")conflict of information between the data in both years. 
Finally, we can plot the marginal posterior densities of any of the elements in (3, for example (32, 
In[27]:= Plot[{PDF[Marqinal[{2}, postdi.tbeta], b2], PDF[Marqinal[{2l, priordistbeta], b2]l, 
{b2, 1.1, 1.B}, PlotStyle -> {{}, {Oashinq[{O.OlS, O.OlSl]ll, 
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c 
3. A Rejection Sampling Approach to Demand Analysis 
c 
3.1. Introduction 
Th€' sampling model applies a suggestion of Varian (1990) to a demand system. Let the utility function 
be completely characterized by the functional form u(-) and the parameter a, u = u(x; a). If the actual 
expenditure (for observation t), 771t ::: PtXt, [where Pt = (Plt,P2t,.",p"d is a row vector of prices, 
and Xl = (l'1t,l'2t, ... ,x"d' is a column vector of a bundle of n goods] is compared to the minimumc 
expenditure required to yield the same utility level, say, e(pt,xt;a), Ley (1992) proposes the model 
logmt -Ioge(pt,xt:a)::: et 
where :::t > 0 has some distribution defined over the positive real line. With only three goods, in the 
simple Cobb-Douglas case where the utility function is 
c 
and with exponentially distributed error terms4 et (i.i.d. for t ::: 1,2,.", T), 
we obtain for all T observations: 
c 
]1(log mkt]! ..1': (\ )./1) ::: ex p { -T log I' 
- p-l t [JOg 171t allog (Pl~:lt) - 02 10g (P2~:2t)-
c X 
- (1- 01 - (2) log ( P3t 3t )]} 
1 - 01 - a2 
where 111, e(p, ,r: (j), p and ;r are all straightforwardly extended to the case of T observations. 
Clearly, this complicated likelihood function does not allow for a natural-conjugate analysis and a 
numerical approach woulcJ have to be followed. Here we adopt the rejection sampling technique, which 
can generally be used if we need to draw from a density f(x) which is too complicated to draw frol11 c directly. If we can find a density [/(.r) such that 
.\I ::: max f(x) < 00 
r g(;r) 
and we can generate drawings from y(.l'). then we can use the following algorithm [see Ripley (1986), 
Johnson (1987)J: c 
[SI] Generate .1·d from !/(.1') and compute Rd = f(Xd)/Mg(.1:d). 
[52] Generate 11 d fr01l1 a uniform on (0. 1). 
[53] If lid :s Rd accept ;l'd: otherwise reject .rd. 
The accepted drawings ;/'d will be distributed according to f(x). As the probability of acceptance 
of Xd equals M-I. we should attempt to make M not "too large". In practice, the function f(x) willc 
often only be the kel'llel of a density function. in which case the acceptance probability becomes 
2.jf(X)dx
.\1 
where the integral is over the support of ;r. 
This general principle is applied to the prior-to-posterior mapping in Smith and Gelfand (1992). c 
They obsene that if we take the prior p( 8) as g(.), we can obtain drawings from the posterior with 
kernel f (.) provided that 
M = maxp(YI8)
8 
is finite. The ratio Rd then becomes the ratio of the likelihood value at the drawn parameter vector 
and the maximum value of t he likelihood. M.
" 
4 1\ote that an exponential di;.\riblltioll with mean 11 isjllst a ganuna distribution with shape parameter 1; see Appendix 





3.2. Applied Demand Analysis 
We use the data in Varian (1990) which consists in D.S. aggregate consumption data of three groups of 
goods: durables, nondurables and services from 1947 to 1987 . We have n = 3 and T = 41. \\'e read 
the data and define the variables, 
.) 
In{l):= clata. ReaclLiat["cona.clat", Table [Number, {6}]]; 
Do[ p[i] .. Column [clata, i], U, 1, 3} ]; 
Do[ x[i] .. Column[clata, i+3], {i, 1, 3} ]; 
Do [ m[i] .. p[i] *x[iJ, U, 1, 3} ]; 
M .. Swn[ m[i], U, 1, 3} ]; 
• ML Estimates via Calculus 
Ley (1992) shows how in this case the MLE have simple closed-form analytical solutions (otherwise, we 
could use the FindMinimum function). In particular, the first-order conditions imply that 
( 
T ) lIT~i = IT PitXit 
OJ t=1 PjtXjt 
) 
for i,j =1,2,3. \Ye can use Mathematica to find the expressions for the MLE's, 
In[2):= eql .. al/(1-al-a2) - pr[1]/pr[3]; 
eq2 .. a2/(1-al-a2) - pr[2]/pr[3]; 
roleaol .. Flatten[Sirnplify[Solve[{eql ... 0 , eq2 am O}, {al, a2}]]] 
Out[2)= 
pr[l] pr[2] 
(a1 -> --------------------­ a2 -> ---------------------) 
pr[l] + pr[21 + pr[3] pr[l] + pr(2] + pr[3] 
) 
We define the auxiliary variables, 
In[]):= Do[ pr[i] .. (Product [m[i] [et]]. {t. 1, 4l}])A(1/41), {i, 1, 3} ]; 
The I\1LE for (01,02,03) are obtained by simply making the appropiate substitutions 
In[4}:= a[l] .. al/.role.ol 
Out[4)= 0.153783 
) 
In[5):= a[2] • a2/.m1esol 
Out[5)= 0.463645 
In[6):= a[3] = 1 - a[l] - a[2] ) 
Out[6)= 0.382572 
Next, we compute the I\1LE of the mean error, 11-, which is given by the average of the logs of the ratios 
of observed to minimum expenditure, 
In[7]:= Do[e[t] .. Product[(m[i][[tll/a[i])Aa[i]. {1,1,3}]. 
mu .. (1/41)Sum[Log[M[[t]]/e[t]],{t,1,41)] 
Out[7)= 0.0195704 
{t,l,41}]; ) 
We store in mle the value of the likelihood function evaluated at the maximum likelihood estimates, 
















• Rejection Sampfillg 
We postulate a Dirichlet distribution (see Appendix A) with parameter vector k for the prior distribution 
of Cl'. We write a simple procedure to generate Dirichlet variables based on Devroye (1986), p. 594. First, 
independent gamma variables (with shape parameters given by the elements in k and scale parameters 
1) are generated and, then, they are normalized by their sum. 
In[9]:= RandomDirichlet[k_] :- Module[(a,b}, 
a- Table[Random[GammaDistribution[k[[i]],l]], {i, 1, Lenqth[k]}]; 
b - Apply[Plus, a]; 
a/b] ; 
We choose a gamma prior for J1.- 1 [see van den Broeck et al. (1992), who also suggest a convenient 
elicitation process]. 
The following instructions implement the rejection algorithm. The accepted drawings are sent to 
different files in prevention of an interruption of the execution since the process can take a long time 
to finish (e.g., about three days in a DECstation 5000). The acceptance ratio in this example was, 
approximately, 1:100, so close to 200,000 drawings from the prior were needed in order to achieve the 
target of 2,000 samples from the posterior distribution. Of course, more efficient generators can be coded 
either inside or outside Mathematica [e.g., using the algorithms in Devroye (1986)] but we wanted to 
illustrate the method using standard Mathematica functions. 
In[10]:=	 accepteddrawings .0; 
totnumberdrawings • 0; 
While[accepteddrawings < 2000, 
u = Random [Real , (O,l)]; 
da • RandomDirichlet[{30,90,80}]; 
dm. l/Random[GammaDistribution[l. ~1/Log[.98]]]; 
ratio = «1/dm)A41)*Exp[-(1/dm)* 
Sum [Log [H [ [t]] I ( (m[l] [ [t]] Ida [ [1]] ) Ada [ [1]] * 
(m[2] [[t]] Ida[ [2]]) Ada[ [2]] * 
(m[3] [ [t J] Ida [ [3J] ) Ada [ [3] ] ) ], (t, 1, 4l) ]] Imle;
 




We generate a uniform variable u, then we draw the vector of Cl"s from a Dirichlet with parameters 
(30,90,80) which are elicited postulating mean expenditure shares of 15%,45%, and 40% with standard 
deviations of 2.5%, 3.51c and 3.5% for Xl, X2 and Xa respectively. The inverse J1.'S are drawn from a 
gamma distribution with shape parameter 1 and scale parameter -1/ log 0.98; the latter is elicited 
through specifying the prior median efficiency as 0.98 [see van den Broeck et al. (1992)]. Then, ratio 
is evaluated and compared to u in order to decide whether to accept the drawing or not. The files 
palpha. dat and pmu. dat will contain the accepted drawings. The variable totnumberofdrawings was 
176,040 in our run, so the acceptance percentage was 1.14%. 
We read back into Mathematica the accepted drawings for J1. and the a's, 
In[11]:=	 pmu - ReadList["pmu.dat"]; 
pa1pha • ReadLiat["palpha.dat"]; 
palpha1 - Column[pa1pha. 1]; 
pa1pha2 - Column[pa1pha, 2]; 
pa1pha3 - Co1umn[pa1pha, 3]; 
eMu 
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The BayesE function HHistograrn returns a horizontal histogram with the default number of bins 
10. This function was implemented because VHistograrn doesn't allow to display too many decimals in 
the bin's coordinates without lumping the numbers together. Other functions in BayesE that produce 
histograms are VHistograrn and SmoothedVHistograrn which are illustrated below. 
We can use the procedures in the package DescriptiveStatistics to analyze the sampled /1'S, 
In(13]:= LocationReport[pmuJ ) 
Out(13]= {Mean -) O.020q403. Har~onic~ean -) 0.0199447. Median -> 0.0202037) 
In(14]:= DispersionReport[pmuJ 
) 
Out(14]= {Variance -> 0.0000104647. StandardDeviation -> 0.00323493. 
SampleRange -) 0.0228532. MeanDeviation -> 0.00254889. 
MedianDeviation -) 0.00207132, Quacti1eDeviation -> 0.00207876) 
We could compare the prior and posterior density function of /1 by plotting the PDr that we used ) 
to draw from (dashed) and the histogram of the accepted draws,5 
In(15]:= mupdf[mu_J := -Loq[0.98J*Exp[Loq[0.98J/mu] I mu~2; 
qraphl = Plot[mupdf[mu], {mu. 0.001. 0.05). 
PlotRanqe -> All, PlotStyle -> {Dashinq[{0.015. 0.015)]). 
DisplayFunction -> Identity]; 
qraph2 = SmoothedVHistoqram[pmu, DisplayFunction -> Identity]; 
Show [qraphl. qraph2. AxesLabel -> {"mu". "density"), 
DisplayFunction -> $DisplayFunction ] 
) 
Out(15]= 
5 If 1'-1 is distributed as !..,(1'-1 11, -1/Iog.98), making a change of variable we obtain the distribution of i' ( which is) 






















The previous plot clearly shows how the data information is incorporated into /-L'S posterior density 
which concentrates a lot of mass around its mean, 0.02. 
• Efficiency 
We are probably more interested in the posterior distribution of the efficiency measure given by 
c 
( 
which is a parametric generalization of Afriat's efficiency index [Varian (1990)]. We can easily look at 
the posterior density of this efficiency measure by simply evaluating the ratio of e(pt, Xt; ex) and mt for 
a given year t (ohserved) at every drawn value from the posterior of ex. If we take, e.g., the t associated 
to the median ml which corresponds to the year 1967, t =21), we calculate 
In{16j:= efficiency = Tab1e[«m[ll [[21ll/pa1pha1[[i]])Apa1pha1[[1]] * 
(m[2] [[21]] /palpha2 [[1]]) "pa1pba2 [[i]] * 
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The corresponding prior efficiency can be found by integrating out /-L from the implied joint density 
of ([ t, i1) which leads to the following marginal prior density for rt =e-Ct: 
-1 (1 logrl )-2p(rd= +--




for all years. This is the dashed line in the graph,6 
In{17]:= effpdf[r_] := -l/(r*Loq[0.98]) (l+(Loq[r]/Loq[0.98]))A(-2); 
qraphl = Plot [effpdf[r], {r, 0.99, l}, DlaplayFunetlon -> Identlty, 
PlotRanqe -> All, PlotStyle -> {Daahlnq[{O.OlS, O.OlS}]}]; 
qraph2 = SmoothedVHlatoqram[effleleney, DlaplayFunctlon -> Identlty]; 
Shov[qraphl, qraph2, AxeaLabel -> {"efflciency", "denalty"}, 







efficiency0.99 0.992 0.994 0.998 
As before, since efficiency is just a List of numbers, we can use any of the functions in Descrip-
tiveStatistics to analyze it: 
In{18]:= LoeatlonReport[effleleney] 




{Variance -) 6.98323 lO ,StandardDeviation -) 0.000835657, 
Samp1eRange -) 0.00502174, MeanDeviaLion -) 0.000651993, 
MedianDeviation -) 0.000504248, QuartileDeviation -) 0.000525945} 
e Alphas 
We use the auxiliary function ListO:fBinCounts to get a rectangular list of the counts for each of the 
(default) 10 x 10 bins for the drawn 01'S and 02'S which we can use later to get a 3D histogram or a 
contour plot.7 
In{20]:= palphaland2 • Transpoae [ColumnJoln[{Take [palphal, lOOO]}, {Take [palpba2, lOOO]}]]; 
be = LlstOfBlnCounta[palphaland2]; 
The auxiliary function ListO:fBinCoordinates will return the coordinates at which the bins are 
centered. These can be used in conjuction with ListContourPlot and BarChart3D whose coordinates 
are just the bins' numbers. 
In{21]:= LlstOfBlnCoordlnatea[palphaland2] 
Out{21]= 
6 The package's flUlction SmoothedVHlatoqram uses Mathematica's function Interpolatlon to fit a third-order poly-
nomial to the histogram's heights, and then Plot to plot this polynomial. Any of the valid Plot options can be specified; 
as an example, we set labels for the axes and set the origin at (1,0). 
i Actually, only 1,000 values of the drawn 0' s are used (notice the 'Take' conunand) since LlatOfBlnCounta might 











x coord. y coord. 
C 
1 0.1303 0.~294 
2 0.1355 0.4356 
3 0.1408 0.4417 
4 0.146 0.4479 
5 0.1512 0.4540 
C 6 0.1564 0.4602 
7 0.1617 0.4664 
8 0.1669 0.4725 
9 0.1721 0.4787 
10 0.1774 0.4848 
C 
In[22j:= ListContourPlot[bc, Axes -> Tru., Axe.Label -> ("x: alpbal", "y: alpba2"}) 
Out[22j= 
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As before, we can easily get. reports of the characteristics of the sampled parameters, 
) 
In[24):= LocationReport[palphal] 
Out[24)= {Mean -> 0.153261, HarmonicMean -> 0.152872, Median -> 0.152999) 
) 
In[25):= DispersionReport[palphal] 
Out{25}= {Variance -> 0.0000598379, StandardDeviation -> 0.00773549, 
SampleRange -> 0.0522568, MeanDeviation -> 0.00620629, 
MedianDeviation -> 0.00524782, QuartileDeviation -> 0.00527508) 
In[26):= LocationReport[palpha2] 
Out[26)= (Mean -> 0.462792, HarmonicMean -> 0.462554, Median -> 0.462769) 
In{27):= DispersionReport[palpha2] 
Out[27)= {Variance -> 0.000109767, StandardDeviation -> 0.010477, 
SampleRange -> 0.065284, MeanDeviation -> 0.00841525, 
MedianDeviation -> 0.00707425, QuartileDeviation -> 0.00713225} ) 







10 20 30 
c 
We can smooth the histogram and plot it in the same picture as the implied marginal prior (dashed) 
on Q3, which is a beta density on (0,1): 
c 
The corresponding density function is given in Appendix A, 
In[29j:~	 qraphl = Plot [PDF [BetaDistribution [80, 120J, a3J, {a3, 0.30, O.SO}, 
PlotRanqe -> All, PlotStyle -> {Dashinq[{O.OlS, O.OlS}J}, DisplayFunction -> IdentityJ; 
qraph2 = SmoothedVHistoqram[palpha3, DisplayFunction -> IdentityJ: 
c Show [qraphl, qraph2, AxesLabel -> {"alpha3", "density"}, Axe.Oriqin -> {Mean[palpha3J, O}, 
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Finally, we can look at the posterior distribution of any transformation of the parameters. For 
instance, the marginal rate of substitution between Zl and Z2 when equal amounts of both goods are 
consumed is given by 01102. Then, 
c 
In[30j:= mrs12 • palphal/palpha2; 
LocationReport[mrs12J 
Out[30j= {~ean -> 0.331492, HarmonicMean -> 0.33017, Median -> 0.330918) 
By saving the partition of all drawn prior values of od0'). over prespecified bins (remember that there 
are close to 200,000 drawings here so it would not be efficient to store all of them), we can contrast the 
18 
) 
posterior density with its prior counterpart (in a dashed line).8 Generally, the set of all drawn values 
corresponds to the prior, whereas the subset of accepted drawings characterizes the posterior densities. . ) . 
In{31):= mrapart • ReadLiat["mrapart.dat n ]; 
qrapbl • Plot [Interpolation [mrapart] [x]. {x. 0.15. O.SS}. 
PlotRanqe->All. PlotStyle -> {Daahinq[{O.OlS. O.OlS}]}. DiaplayFunction -> Identity];  
qraph2 • SmoothedVHiatoqram[mra12. DiaplayFunction -> Identity];  
Show [qraphl. qraph2. AxeaLabel -> {nmra12". "denaity"}. AxeaOrigin -> {Maan[mra12]. O}. 
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4. Concluding Remarks 
Mathematica provides an excellent environment for doing Bayesian econometrics because of the ease 
with which it can be programmed and its outstanding capabilities in graphics, symbolic analysis and 
data manipulation. In addition, its interactive flavour, specially in a Notebook front end, is ideally ) 
suited to the subjectivist perspective. Beliefs keep evolving while different models and representations 
are tried. 
We have illustrat.ed the use of Mathematica functions in a traditional conjugate analysis of the linear 
regression model. In our second example, we have shown how Mathematica could be used to succesfully 
carry out the analysis of a completely nonstandard model. 
We don't provide a comprehensive Bayesian package because that seems too ambitious a task. Dif- ) 
ferent analyses and analysts will require different functions and methods that, when needed, can easily 
be accommodated into Mathematica with little programming effort. However, the method of rejection 
sampling seems an extremely flexible and easily understood mechanism for the application of Bayesian 
analysis in a very general context. Its main cost is in terms of computer time, but we feel this drawback 
can seriously (at least a factor of 10 and more likely a factor of 100) be reduced by performing the actual 
rejection sampling in a faster (compiled) computing language (such as FORTRAN) and embedding this 
through MathLink in a Mathematica environment to take full advantage of the graphical, symbolic and 
data handling features of MatiJematica. 
) 
8 The pairs of counts and bin coordinates were saved into the file mrapart which we read back into Afathematica now 





c Since some of the densities used in this paper often appear in the literature with different parametriza-
tions, we include here the forms used in the text and implemented in this package [see, e.g., Zellner 
(1 9n) for more details]. 
The random variable z > 0 has a gamma distribution with parameters 0 and {3 if its density function 
is given by 
ZOl-l e-z//3 
1.,.(zlo,{3) = {301 no] ,( 
with E[z] =o{3, and Var[z] =o{32. (A gamma distribution with shape parameter 0 =1 is also known 
as an exponential distribution.) 
The random variable u > 0 has an inverted gamma distribution if its density function is given by 
we have (for v > 2) 
E[u] = f((v - 1)/2) (~) 1/2 S mode[u] = _v_ 1/2 s. ( )f(v/2) 2 ' v+l 
The k-dimensionaJ random vector x has a multivariate-i distribution with mean J.L, precision matrix 
H, and degrees of freedom v, if its density is given by 
k f((k + v)/2) fIiiT [1 I ] -(k+II)/2 
( It (xiii, H, v) = 1r k / 2 f(v/2) V~' 1 + -;;(x - J.L) H(x - J.L) , 
which implies 
V -1E[x] = 11, Var[x] =--H 
v-2 
when v> 2. 
c The random variable !' E (0,1) is beta distributed if its density function is given by 
na + b) a-l( )6-1
1(3(vIa,b) = f(a)f(b) v 1 - v , 
where a, b > O. Its mean is E[v] =a/(a + b) and its variance Var[v] = ab(a + b)-2(a + b+ 1)-1.
c The vector 0 = (0\.02, ... ,0,,)' with OJ > 0, 'Vi, and 2::':10j = 1 has a Dirichlet distribution with 
parameters i =(/1, -(2, ... "n)' if its density function is given by 
I n( I ) f(g) ITn .,..-\ DO, =nn f(.) OJ , 
1=1 'I i=1 
c 







Listing of BayesE. m: 
(~ file version: 9/21192 *) 
(~:Version: Mathematica 2.0 *) 
(*:Name: BayesianEmetrics *) 
(~:Title: Tools for Bayesiar. Econometrics ~) 
(~:Author: Eduardo Ley and Mark F.J. Steel, July 1992 ~) 
(*:Legal: Copyright (c) 1992, Eduardo Ley and Mark F.J. Steel *) 
(~:Summary: ~) 
(*:Keywcrds: Bayesian, Regression ~) 
(*:~eq~:~ements: ~c spec:a: syste~ requ:rements. *) 
(*:Warning: Ncne. ~) 
(*:Sources: 
A. Zei '::'r,er (197:) "Ar. IntroG;,.iction to Bayesian Inference in Econometrics, I' 
NY: Wiley. 
G.G. Judge, R.C. Hi::, W.E. G~iffiths, H. Lutkepohl, T.-C. Lee (1982): 












":Ga;'-,,"':la:istrici..,;:ior: :a:pna, net-a: rep:-esents the Inverted Gamma (Type-2) 
Distri6~:icn as in 
H. Rai::a ana K. Scnlai:er (1961): 
App:~ec S:c::s::ca: :ec:s~c~ :~eo~y; 
Bcs~or.: ha~va~c 3~si~ess Schoo:; or 
Arnc:'a Zellner (197:): 
Bayesian Inference in Econometrics, 
pp. 369-373; New Ycrk: Wiley." 
Mul:ivariateTDis:ri~~:ion::usage 
"Multivar~ate~Dist.y:bution:!T., ri, v} represents a multivariate t 
dis~ribu:ion w:'tr: ~ean vec"o, :n, ana covariance ma"rix (vi (v-2)) Inverse [H] 
Arncla Zellner (1971): 
Bayesian Inference ir. Eco~o~etyic5, 




dis~ributicn, ",:t~ ~ean 
Arncld Zeclner (1971): 
pp. 366-367; l\ew ':'crk: 
vectcr m, 
Wicey." 















"MultivariateNormalDistribution(mu, sigmaJ represents a multivariate 
Normal distribution with mean mu and covariance matrix sigma." 
Likelihood::usage = 
"Likelihood[density,data] calculates the 
likelihood function of the data using the specified 
density---ie, the PDF of the density is evaluated 
at each data point and the product computed." 
LogLikelihood::usage = 
"LogLikelihood[density,data] calculates the 
log-likelihood function of the data using the 
specified density---ie, the log[PDF] of the density 
is evaluated at each data point and the sum computed." 
Marginal::usage = 
"Marginal ( list, MultivariateDistribution[ parameters ll, where list is a 
list of indices and MultivariateDistribution is either 
MultivariateTDistribution or MultivariateNormal, gives the marginal 
distribution of the variables whose indices are listed in list." 
BayesRegression::usage 
"BayesRegression[y, x, priormeanbeta, A, priormeansigma, n, xf] computes the 
posterior distribution for beta, sigma land future value~ of y if xf is 
provided). If prior means for beta and sigma are provided along with the 
precision matrix A, and n, then it assumed that the priors are natural 
conjugates. Otherwise, diffuse priors are assumed." 
postdistbeta::usage = 
"It is returned by BayesRegression and contains the 
posterior distribution of the regression vector, beta." 
postdistsigma::usage = 
"It is returned by BayesRegression and contains the 
posterior distribution of the error standard deviation, sigma." 
preddisty::usage= 
"It is returned by BayesRegression when xf is specified 
and contains the posterior distribution of the predicted values of y." 
HHistogram::usage= 
"Histogram[xdata, cnumberofbins>J returns a HORIZONTAL Histogram of xdata.  
*** WARNING *** there's a bug in BinCounts and sometimes the number 
of bins is not what Histogram expects, try multiplying your data by 
some constant like 100 or 1000." 
VHistogram::usage= 
"Histogram[xdata, cnumberofbins>J returns a VERTICAL Histogram of xdata.  
Only two decimals will be shown in the x axis. Multiply the data by some 
constant or use VHistogram if that's not enough precision. 
*** WARNING there's a bug in BinCounts and sometimes the number 
of bins is not what Histogram expects, try multiplying your data by 
some constant like 100 or 1000." 
SmoothedVHistogram::usage= 
"Histogram[xdata, cnumberofbins>J returns a SMOOTHED VERTICAL Histogram of xdata.  
*** WARNING *** there's a bug in BinCounts and sometimes the number 
of bins is not what Histogram expects, try multiplying your data by 
22 
) 
some constant like 100 or 1000." 
Histogram3D::usage: 
"Histogram[xydata, <numberofbins>, opts] uses BarChart3D and ListOfBinCounts 
to construct a 3D Histogram. 
*** WARNING **. there's a bug in BinCounts and sometimes the number 
of bins is not what Histogram3D expects, try multiplying your data by 
some constant like 100 or 1000." ) 
ListOfBinCoordinates::usage: 
"It returns the x and y coordinates at the bins' center. It is used in 




"ListOfBinCounts[xy List, n_Integer] is an auxiliary function that calls 
BinCounts and returns a list of n bin counts of xy." 
Beg:n Pr:vate Context ) 
Begin["'Private ' "] 
Inverted Gamma Distribution 
Commonly used in Bayesian Statistics,  
see H. Raiffa and R. Schlaifer (1961): 
"Applied Statistical Decision Theory;" 
Boston: Harvard Business School: or 
Arnold Zellner (1971), pp. 369-373. 
IGammaDistribution/:  
Domain[IGammaDistribution[ ) J .- {O,Infinity) 
IGammaDistribution/:  
PDF[IGammaDistributlon[v , s_l, x_] ::  
With[(result. : (2'(1!2)A(v/2)'x A(-1-v)'(sA2'v)A(v/2))/ 
) 
(EA ((sA2'v) / (2'x A2» *Gamma [v/21) I, 
If[NumberQ[N[result]l,N[result],result]] 
IGammaDistribution/:  
CDF[IGammaDistribut.ion[v s], x ) ::  
With[{result : (Gamma[v/2J -
Gamma[v/2, 0, (v'sA2)/(2'x A2)])/Gamma[v/2]),  
If[NumberQ[N[result) ),N[result],resultJJ 
IGammaDistribution/:  
Mean[IGammaDist.ribution[v_, s_]] ::  
,) 
With[{result : Sqrt[v/2)Gamma[ (v-l)/2]s/Gamma[v/2J}, 
If[Nurr~erQ[N[resultl],N[result],result])  
IGammaDistribution/:  
Variance[IGammaDistribution[v s ] ] :;  















StandardDeviation [IGammaDistribution [v_, s_l J := 
With[{result = sqrt[Variance[IGammaDistribution[v,sJJJ J,  
If[NumberQ[N[resu1tJ J,N[resu1t],resu1tJ J 
IGammaDistribution/:  
Skewness [IGammaDistribution [n ,s_J] := 
With[{resu1t = (n~(3/2)*s~3"Gamma[(-1 + n)/2]~3)/
 
(r (1/2) *Gamma [n/2J ~3) + (n~ (3/2J *s~3"Gamma [(-3 + n) /2J) / 
(r (3/2) *Gamma[nI2J) - (3"r (3/2) *n~ (3/2) *s"Gamma ((-1 + n) /2J) / 
(-2 + n)"Gamma[n/2])J,  
If[NumberQ[N[resu1tll,N[resu1tJ,resu1tJ] 
IGammaDistribution/:  
Kurtosis [IGammaDistribution [v , s_] 1 := 
With({resu1t =(s~4*v~2)/(8 - 6*v + v~2) -
(3*n~2*s~4*Gamma[ (-1 + n) I2J~4)/ (4"Gamma[n/2J~4) -
(n~2*s~4*Gamma[ (-3 + nl/2]*Gamma[ (-1 + n)/2])/ 
Gamma [n/2j ~2 + (12"n~2*s~2"Gamma i (-1 + n) /2] ~2) / ((-2 + n) "Gamma [n/2J ~2)), 
If[NumberQ[N[result] ],N[resu1tJ,resu1tl J 
IGammaDistrib~tion/: 
KurtosisExcess[IGam~aDis~rib~:ior.[v s )) : = 
NotImp1emented/; False; 
IGammaDistrib~tion/: 
CharacteristicFunction[IGammaDistribution[v s ) 1 := 
NotImplemented/; False; 
IGammaDistribution/:  




Random[IGammaDistribution[v , s J] := 
With[{result = Quantile[IGammaDistribution[v,sl,Random[llJ,  
If[NumberQ[N(result] l,N[resu1tJ,resultll  
Univariate Student t distribution. See 
Arnold Zellner (1971), pp. 366-367. 
UnivariateTDistribution/:  
Domain[UnivariateTDistribution[__ ] J := (-Infinity, Infinity) 
UnivariateTDistribution/:  
PDF[UnivariateTDistribution[m_, h_, v_l, x J := 
With[{result = (Gamma[(v+1)/2J*Sqrt[h/vJ)/  
(Sqrt [Pi J ·Gamma [v 121· (1 + (h/v) • (x-m) ~ 2) ~ ( (v+ 1) /2 J ) ) , 
If[NumberQ[N[result]J,N[result],resultJJ 
UnivariateTDistribution/:  
CDF[UnivarlateT:::lstrlbutlon[m , h_, v_J, x_J := 




Mean [UnivariateTDistribution [m_, h_, v_J J := 
With[{result = m}, 
If(NumberQ[N[result] ],N[resultJ,result]]  
UnivariateTDistribution/:  
Variance [UnivariateTDistribution [m_, h , v ] J := 
Wit h [ {re s u1t = (v / (v - 2) ) * (l / h) ) , ),I 
If[NumberQ[N[resultll,N(resultJ,result] J 
UnivariateTDistribution/: 
StandardDeviation[UnivariateTDistribution[m_ h_, v_J 1 := 




Skewness[UnivariateTDistribution[ n , s J I := 0 
UnivariateTDistribution/: 
Kurtosis(UnivariateTDistribution[m_, h_, v JJ := 
With[{result =(3/((v-2) (v-4)))*(v/h)'2), 
If[NumberQ[N[result] j .N[result],result]] 
UnivariateTDistribution/: 




CharacteristicFunction[UnivariateTDistribution[m_ h, v ]] := 
Notlmplemented/; False; 
UnivariateTDistribution/:  
Quantile[UnivariateTDistribution[m_, h_, v_I, q_l := 
Wit~[{result = (Quantile[StudentTDistribution[vl, q]/Sqrt[h])+ m), 
If[Nu~berQ[Nlresult]),N[result],result])  
Univa~ia:eTJ:s~~:b~tion/: 
RandG~[U:l.ivaria:e:'Dist.!'ib'Jticn[m_,h , v ]] := 
Quantile[UnivariateTDistribution[m. h, v], Random[]] 
(**************************************************************** 
Multivariate t Density 
As defined in A. Zellner (1971), pp. 383-389. 
****************************************************************) 
MultivariateTDistribu:ion/:  
Domain[MultlvarlateTDlstribution[ )J := (-Infinity,Infinity} 
MultivariateTDistribution/: , 
PDF[MultivariateTDistribution[mean ./  
Module[{k, qform). 
k = Max[Length[mean],TensorRank[H]]; 
qform = Transpose [x-mean] .H. (x-mean); 
With[{result = (Gam:r,a[(v+k)/2J*Sqrt[Det[H]/v'k])/  
(Sqn [Pi'k) *Gamma [v/2) *Sqrt [(l+qform/v)' (v+k)])),  











Mean[MultivariateTDistribution[mean, H_, v_I] := 
With[{result = mean),  
If[NumberQ[N[resultJ J,N[resultJ,resultl]  
MultivariateTDistribution/: 
VarianCe[MultivariateTDistribution[mean_ H_, v_J 1 := 
With[{result = (v/(v-2)}*Inverse[Hll.  
If[NumberQ(N[result] J,N[result],resultll  
MultivariateTDistribution/:  
Marginal [ijk_List, MultivariateTDistribution[mean_, H_, v 11:= 
Module [( inH, Hi jk.lenz),  
inH = Inverse[H): 
Hijk = Inverse[inH[[ijk,ijklll;  
Length[ijkl:  
If(Length[ijkJ==l.  
Un i va r i ate TDi s t r i bu t ion [F 1at ten [me an [ [ i j k] J J [ [1 J J , 
Flatten[l/inH[ [ijk, ijk] J] [[1) J, v],  
MultivariateTDistriblltion [mean[ [ijk]], Hi jk, vJ 
Multivariate Normal 
MultivariateNormalDistribution/: 
Domain[MultivariateNormalDistribution[ JJ := {-Infinity. Infinity) 
MultivariateNormalDistribution/:  
PDF[MultivarjateNormalDistributionlmu_,A J, x_J 
Module [{ k).  
k = Max[Le~gth[mea~] .TensorRank[A]J; 
With[{result = l/sqrt[(2Pi)~k Det[A]]* 
Exp [0. 5*Transpose [x-mu] . Inverse [A] . (x-mu) 1) , 
If!NumberQ:Nrresult; J,N[result),resultj J 
MultivariateNormalDistribution/:  
Mean[MultivariateNormalDistribution[mu_, A 11 := 
With[{result = mu), 
If[NumberQ[N[result] J,N[resultJ.result]]  
MultivariateNormalDistribution/:  
Va riance [Mul t i varia teNormalDi str ibut i on [mu_' A_J J : = 





No rmal Di s t r i but i on [F '- a t ten [mu [ [i jk J J J [ [1 J J, Fl a t ten (A [ [i jk, i j k 1J J [ (1) J 1, 
MultivariateNormalDistribution[mu([ijkll, A[(ijk,ijk] J J 
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(********************w.*******_ ••• *********************************** 
Likelihood Function 
Likelihood [density_, data_J := 
Module [ {i) , Product [PDF [density, data [ [i]l J , {i, 1, Length [data] } ]] 




BayesRegresslon [y , x J := 
Module [{betahat, nu, ehat, sigrr.a2hat, ivarj.  
,)betahat = N[Inverse[Transpose[x] .x] .Transpose[x] .yl;  
nu = Length[y]-Length(betahat];  
ehat = y - x.betahat;  
sigma2hat = N[ (Transpose[ehat] .ehatl/nu]; 
ivar = N[Transpose[x) .x/sigma2hat];  
postdistbeta = MultivariateTDistribution[betahat, ivar, nu); 
)postdistsigma = IGammaDistribution[nu,Sqrt[sigma2hat]]; 
BayesRegression[y_, x_, xf_] .-
Module [{mea:>, ivar, ivaryL betahat, sigrr.a2hat, nul,  
betaha: = N[Inverse[~ra~spose[x' .x~ .Transpose[xJ .y]; 
mean N[xf.betahat); 
nu = Length[y}-~ength~betahat:; 
ehat = y - x.betahat;  
sigma2hat = Ni (Transpose[ehatj .ehat)/nu!; 
ivar N[Transpose(x} .x/sigrr.a2hat); 
ivaryf = N[ O/sigma2hatl * 
Inverse (IdentityMatrix [Part [Dimensio:>s [xf],l)] + 
xf.lnverse[Transpose[x].x] .Tra:>spose[xfJ] 1; 
postdistbeta = MultivariateTDistribution [betahat, ivar, nu]; 
postdistsigma = IGammaDistribution[nu,Sqrt[sigma2hat]1; 
preddisty = Multivariate:Distribution[mean, ivaryf, nu]; 
BayesRegresslon:y_, x_, priorDeta , A , priorsigma_, priorn ]:= 
Module:;postn, pcstbeta, postsigma, ivar),  
postn = priorn + ~engthlyl;
 
postbeta = N[Inverse[A+Transpose[x] .x}. (A.priorbeta+Transpose[x) .yl];  
postsigma = N[Sqrt[ (priorn*priorsigma A2 + Transpose[y].y -
Transpose[postbeta]. (A+Transpose[xl .x) .postbeta + 
Transpose[priorbeta] .A.priorbeta)/postn]];  
ivar N[ (A+Transpose[x] .xl*postsigmaA(-2)]; 
postdistbeta = MultivariateTDistribution[postbeta, ivar. postn]; 
postdistsigma = IGammaDistribution[postn, postsigma]; 
BayesRegression[y_, x__ , MultivariateTDistribution[m_, H_. n_J. 
IGamrr.aDistributicn[n , s J) := BayesRegression [y, x, m, H*SA2, s. n); 
BayesRegressionlY_, x , priorbeta , A_, priorsigma_, priorn. xf l:= 
Module [{mean, ivar, ivaryf, postn, postbeta. postsigma), 




postbeta = N[Inverse[A+Transpose[x] .x]. (A.priorbeta+Transpose[x] .y)]; 
c 
postsigma = N[Sqrt[ (priorn*priorsigma~2 + Transpose[y].y -
Transpose [postbeta] . (A+T ranspose (x) . x) . postbeta + 
Transpose[priorbeta] .A.priorbeta)/postnl];  
mean N[xf.postbeta);  





xf.lnverse[A+Transpose[x] .xl.Transpose[xfl)J;  
postdistbeta MultivariateTDistribution[postbeta, ivar, postn); c 
postdistsigma IGammaDistribution(postn, postsigma); 
preddisty MultivariateTDistribution[mean, ivaryf, postn);  
BayesRegression(y_, x , MultivariateTDistribution(m_, H_, n_),  
IGammaDistribution[n_, s_], xf] := BayesRegression [y, x, m, H*s~2, s, n, xf] 
(*********************************************************************** 
Histograms 
HHistogram[x LIst, n Integer:10, opts__RuleJ :=c 
Module[{dx, maxx, minx, area), 
maxx Max [x]; 
minx Min [xl; 
dx = (maxx - minx)/n; 
area = dx * Length[x]; 
BarChart [Transpose [!BinCounts [x, (rr.inx, maxx, dxl] /area,( 
Table[N[i, 8]. (i, maxx - dx/2, minx + dx/2, -dx)]}], 
BarOrientation->Horizontal, opts]] 
HHlstogram[x LIst, opts__Rde] := HHistogram[x, ID, opts] 
VHistogram[x_List, n Integer:10, opts__Rule] := 
Module[(dx, maxx, minx, area}, 
maxx Max[x]; 
minx Min [xl; 
dx = (maxx - minx)/n; 
area = dx * Length[x]; 
BarChart [Transpose[ {BinCot:nts [x, (minx, maxx, dx) J /area,c 
Table[N[i, 2), (i, minx + dx/2, maxx - dx/2, dx}))). 
opts] ] 
VHistogram[x_List, opts__RuleJ := VHistogram~x, ID, opts] 
SmoothedVHistogram[x_List, n_Integer: 10, opts__Rule) .= 
Module[{dx, maxx, minx, bc, xc, Z, hist, area}, 
maxx Max[x); 
minx = Min[x]; 
dx = (maxx-minx)/n; 
area = dx * Length[x]; 
(*we create two extra bins at the extremes*) 
(*we rescale so that it integrates to 1*) 
be BinCounts[x, {minx - 2*O.9*dx, maxx + 2*0.9*dx, dx)l/area; 
xc Range[minx - (3/2)*dx, maxx + (3/2)*dx, dx]; 
z = Transpose[ColumnJoin[(xc), (be)]];  
hist = Interpolation[z);  
Plot[hist[y). {y, minx, maxx}, 'opts] 
28 
) 
SmoothedVHistogram[x_List, opts RuleJ := SmoothedVHistogram[x, ID, opts] 
ListOfBinCounts[xy_List, n_Integer:l0J := 
Module[(x, y, dx, dy, maxx, minx, maxy, miny), 
x = Transpose[xy] [(lJJ; 
y Transpose[xy] [[2JJ; 
maxx Max [xJ; 
minx Min[xJ; 
maxy Max[yJ; 
miny Min [yJ; 
dx (maxx-minx)/n; 
dy (maxy-miny) In; 
BinCounts[xy, (minx, maxx, dx), (miny, maxy, dy)J 
') 
J 





Histogram3D[xy List, opts := Histogram3D[xy, 10, opts] 
ListOfBlnCoordinates [xy List, n_Integer: 10J := 
Module[{x, y. dx, xx, yy, maxx, minx, maxy, miny), 
x = Transpose [xyJ [[1 J J; 







xx Range[minx, maxx, dx); 
yy Range[miny, maxy, dy]; 
TableForm[Table[(N[xx[[iJl. ~J, N[yy[[i)), 4J). {i, 1, n)l. 
TableHeadings->(A;Jtomatic. {"x coord.", "'y coord."})J 
) 
) 
(************* ••••••• w*w********************************************* 



































End of Package 
EndPackage [J 
Listing of health86. dat: 
18613 13312 16018 260400 1. 30 
118344 79880 7566 1423050 16.83 
366750 282200 9862 5121000 45.07 
44276 32944 25374 502200 1.22 
39778 34109 5121 667141 10.01 
26328 207:0 4918 360300 6.02 
429967 326990 55393 5035000 7.41 
156690 122040 61066 1931220 2.49 
296180 222809 9966 5543000 89.68 
12218 10729 243 158167 46.05 
1450 1278 3541 18540 0.74 
61310000 4740000C 57246 896320000 1370.28 
22428000 1627~'OOG 121490 333236800 220.01 
14945 l3367 370 220500 43.10 
35730 26265 14572 429900 2.50 
3670 3169 3279 53079 1. 54 
36308 34988 4169 514600 8.28 
291753 172000 10230 4403000 76.07 
1933499 1382000 38668 31955000 103.23 
84972 77213 8370 931784 8.51 
18613 12703 6573 243400 2.44 
1400000 525000 51731 39290000 196.10 
22677 19640 56763 376500 0.57 
455700 188900 241625 4191000 1. 00 
Listing of health87 .dat: 
21052 14835 16263 291887 1. 35 
124271 83340 7576 1481560 16.8 
386000 297000 9868 5337800 44.5 
47807 35335 25652 544900 1. 23 
414 00 35400 5130 693028 10.2 
29110 22894 4932 393600 6.21 
450348 336750 55627 5289000 7.43 
30 
) 
161800 126930 61077 2009090 2.47 " ,j 
336000 253000 9998 6390000 100 
16273 14413 246 207640 54.2 
1470 1279 3542 19780 0.74 
70890000 56110000 57345 979680000 1399 
23853000 17402000 122091 348911300 213 
16680 15284 372 223500 41 ) ! 
36550 26995 14671 431800 2.4 
4100 3382 3309 59257 1. 69 
41527 40549 4184 556900 8.64 
333000 202000 10280 5169000 84.1 
2145600 1533600 38830 35710000 106 
92211 83752 8399 1005226 8.69 I) 
19700 18256 6619 255180 2.43 
2012855 831449 52893 57770000 262 
24798 21433 56930 409900 0.58 
500300 207300 243934 4473000 1. 00 
Listing of cons. dat: 
) 
27.40 26.88 16.85 20.43 90.88 50.60 
28.77 29.18 17.77 22.85 96.60 55.48 
29.95 27.85 18.45 25.05 94.85 58.42 
31. 23 27.73 18.90 30.73 98.22 63.15 ) 
31. 85 29.73 19.40 29.85 109.15 69.03 
3l.57 29.85 20.30 29.23 114.72 75.13 
31.77 29.38 21. 40 32.67 117.83 82.13 
32.10 30.02 22.18 32.10 119.67 88.05 
33.38 30.60 23.02 38.88 124.70 94.30 
34.73 30.95 24.02 38.20 130.78 101.63 0'" 
36.50 31.90 25.02 39.65 137.10 108.55 
36.92 32.85 26.10 37.17 141.75 115.67 
38.50 33.17 26.93 42.80 148.47 125.00 
38.77 33.63 27.80 43.42 153.20 134.00 
38.88 34.08 28.40 41.90 157.40 141. 80 
39.75 34.58 29.13 47.02 163.82 151.05 ) 
40.15 34.90 29.85 51. 80 169.35 160.63 
40.35 35.25 30.60 56.85 179.68 172.78 
40.92 36.10 31. 43 63.48 191.85 185.40 
41. 55 37.35 32.60 68.53 208.45 200.30 
42.33 38.23 33.80 70.63 216.90' 216.00 
44.55 39.98 35.65 81. 00 235.00 236.43 ) 
46.10 41. 98 37.70 86.22 252.18 259.43 
47.80 44.05 40.38 85.67 270.32 284.02 
50.25 45.92 43.08 97.58 283.27 310.65 
51. 05 47.90 45.58 111.22 305.10 341. 27 
50.83 53.75 48.10 124.72 339.55 372.98 
54.08 59.58 51.77 123.75 380.90 411. 90 
61.15 65.13 56.38 135.35 416.20 461. 23 
65.88 67.60 60.65 161. 45 451.95 515.92 
69.15 71. 03 65.45 18<;,50 490.45 582.25 
72.78 76.00 70.30 205.57 541.80 656.10 
78.25 83.55 75.88 218.95 613.25 734.55 
85.55 88.85 83.72 219.28 681.35 831. 95 
'\ 
"" 
93.65 96.78 92.30 239.88 740.58 934.70 
100.00 100.00 100.03 252.65 771. 00 1026.97 






























111. 60 335.55 867.30 
117.25 368.70 913.13 
122.25 402.43 939.35 
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